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Findings of Student Satisfaction Survey 

2022-2023 
Total number of respondents -1073 

 

A) Please confirm (mention) this is the first and only time you answer this survey. 

‘Yes’, for all the respondents. 

 

B) Age Group: 17-25 years 

 

C) College Name: Seth Soorajmull Jalan Girls’ College (same for all the respondents) 

 

D) Gender: Female (same for all the respondents) 

 

E) Category: 89.2% General, 3.7% SC, 0.5% ST, 2.6% OBC A, 3.7% OBC B 

 

F) What degree programs you pursuing now?  

The data revealed that majority of the respondents, (92.2%) are pursuing ‘Bachelors’ degree program. 

While around 2% said that they were pursuing ‘Masters’ degree and remaining mentioned that they were 

pursuing other programs.  

 

G) What subject area are you currently pursuing? 

The data revealed that out of 1073 responses received, around 50% are pursuing ‘Arts’ field while 50% are 

pursuing ‘Commerce’ field.  
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Feedback on Student Satisfaction Survey 

 
 

 
The above data reveals that around 36.9 % of the respondents felt that 85-100% of the syllabus was 

completed in class by the teachers and around 37% felt that 70-84%of the syllabus was completed in class 
while 19.7% of the students felt that over 55-69% of the syllabus was covered in the class. Only 1.1 % of the 
students felt that the teachers completed below 30% of the syllabus in class. 
 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 35.4 % of the respondents felt that the teachers thoroughly 
prepared for the classes and 58.5% of the students felt that the teachers satisfactorily were prepared for the 
class. Only 4.1% students felt teachers came poorly prepared for the class while 1.1 % of the respondents felt 
that teachers were indifferent and would not teach at all. 
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The above data reveals that around 61.5% of the respondents felt that the teachers were always 
effective in communicating with the students while around 22.3% felt that teachers were sometimes effective 
in communicating with the students. 14.2% said teachers were satisfactory in communication while only 1.7% 
of the students reported that the teachers were generally ineffective in their communication and none reported 
that teachers were very poor in communication skills. 
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The above data reveals that around 45.5 % of the respondents felt that the teachers approach to 
teaching is very good and 23.2% felt that the teachers approach to teaching is excellent. However none of the 
respondents stated that the teachers approach to teaching is poor. 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 55.9% of the respondents felt that the internal evaluation process 
by teachers is always fair and 35.8% felt that the internal evaluation process by teachers is usually fair. None 
of the respondents stated that the internal evaluation process by teachers is unfair. 

 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 41.4% of the respondents said that the teacher discussed their 
performance on their assignments with them with every assignment. 33.6% of the respondents said that the 
teacher discussed their performance on their assignments with them usually. Around 14% of the respondents 
felt that the teachers occasionally or sometimes discussed their performance on their assignments with them. 
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5.8% reported there performance was discussed rarely and 5.3% reported to never have any discussion on 
their performances. 

 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 30.7% of the respondents said that the institute takes active 
interest in promoting internship, student exchange and field trips regularly. 23.5% of the respondents said that 
the institute often takes interest in the same often while 24.2% of the students felt the institute sometimes 
takes interest in promoting internship, student exchange and field trips. 
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The above data reveals that around 22% of the respondents said that teaching and mentoring process 
is done significantly in the Institute whereas 38.5% of students felt it was done very well, 19.7% felt it was 
done moderately well. However, around 12.8% of the respondents felt that it was done marginally and 6.9% 
responded that teaching and mentoring process is not at all done. 

 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 24.6% of the respondents strongly agree that the institution 
provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow, 49.2% agreed on the same whereas 19.9% remained 
neutral to the above statement. 5% and 1.2% of the students responded negatively on whether the institution 
provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 
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The above data reveals that around 40.5% of the respondents said that teachers informed them about 
their expected competencies, course outcomes and programme outcomes every time, with 32.1% saying 
usually and 17.5% saying teachers do so occasionally or rarely. 6.9% and 3% of the students felt that the 
teacher rarely or never inform the students about their expected competencies, course outcomes and 
programme outcomes. 

 

The above data reveals that around 39.7% of the respondents felt that their mentor does a necessary 
follow-up with an assigned task with them, 36.6% felt so usually about the issue while 13.2% felt that their 
mentor follows-up with an assigned task with them occasionally or sometimes. 6% of the respondents 
reported to rarely have follow up and 4.4% of the respondents felt that they do not have a mentor in college. 
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The above data reveals that around 57.9% of the respondents felt that the teachers illustrate the 
concepts through examples and applications, 29.3% felt so usually about the issue while 9.6% felt that the 
teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications occasionally or sometimes. Only 3% have 
claimed that the teachers rarely illustrate the concepts through examples and applications. 

 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 46.6% of the respondents felt that the teachers are able to identify 
their strengths fully and encourage them with providing right level of challenges, 28.1% felt so reasonably 
about the issue while 12% felt so partially. However 9% of the students felt that the teachers could slightly 
identify their strengths and 4.3% mentioned that neither teachers were able to identify their strengths nor 
could encourage them with providing right level of challenges. 
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The above data reveals that around 42.8% of the respondents felt that the teachers are able to identify 
their weaknesses and help them to overcome them every time, 27.3% felt so usually about the issue while 
14.3% felt so occasionally or sometimes. However 10% mentioned that teachers rarely indentify their 
weaknesses and 5.6%of the students felt that the teachers are unable to identify their weaknesses and help 
them to overcome them. 

 

 

The above data reveals that around 25.2% of the respondents strongly agreed that the institution 
makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the 
teaching learning process, 49.1% agreed about the issue while 20.3% were neutral on it. However 4.5% 
expressed disagreement on it and 1% of the students strongly disagreed to the statement that the institution 
makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the 
teaching learning process. 
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The above data reveals that around 32.4% of the respondents felt that to a great extent, the institute/ 
teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving 
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences, 43.9% felt moderately on the issue, 10.7% mentioned it to 
some extent, 9.2% very little and while 1% responded that the institute/ teachers never use student centric 
methods, such as experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for 
enhancing learning experiences. 

 

The above data reveals that around 25% of the respondents strongly agreed and 48% agreed that 
teachers encourage them to participate in extracurricular activities. Only 2.8% of students strongly disagreed 
to the statement that the teachers encouraged them to participate in extracurricular activities. 
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The above data reveals that around 32.4% of the respondents felt that efforts are made to a great 
extent by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to make them ready 
for the world of work, 39.5% felt moderately on the issue while 11.7% responded as somewhat to the 
statement. However 6.5% of the students felt no efforts were made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft 
skills, life skills and employability skills to make them ready for the world of work. 

 

 

The above data reveals that around only 13.9% of the respondents felt that above 90% of teachers use 
ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching, 26.8% felt 70-89% of teachers use ICT 
tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching, 22.6% felt 50-69% of teachers use ICT tools. 
However 14.4% and 22.2% of the students mentioned 30- 49% and below 29% of teachers use ICT tools 
respectively. 
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The above data reveals that around only 33.5% of the respondents agreed that the overall quality of 
teaching-learning process in your institute is very good, 49.5% agreed to the same. 12.9 remained neutral and 
3.8% expressed their disagreement. However none of the respondents strongly disagreed on the statement that 
the overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good. 

 

 

21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience 
in your institution. 

Responses: 
 

1. Proper explanation with proper examples. 
2. Frank interaction with the students. 
3. No partiality. 
4. All requirements and help for us are already there. 
5. Teachers could use visual aids, pictures, real life examples  to improve teaching and create interest. 
6. Teachers need to be more approaching and unbiased.  
7. The teaching could move on from dead burden of the syllabus to skillful leaning. 
8. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 
9. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 
10. Asking students to analyse case studies, debates and discussing new ideas during lectures. 
11. it's more better when teachers ask to student after explain whole topic that are you understood  or not I will 

explain again 
12. it's more better when teachers ask to student after explain whole topic that are you understood  or not I will 

explain again 
13. Modern technologies should be used . 
14. Students should be explained about their weaknesses so that they overcome the same; & also it should be done 

in such a process that the individual doesn't feel inferior compared to others. 
15. Individual ideas shouldn't be imposed upon others. A mentor should welcome new ideas of the learners. 
16. Teachers of my college is very good teaching the all the lesson and also make the doubts clear of any 

confusion 
17. Visually attractive and aesthetic presentation 
18. Teacher should be more soft spoken and listen to the students. 
19. Teachers should help out students more. 
20. Communication skills should be encouraged. 
21. On particular time,medium of explaining should always be same, should take appropriate time to complete the 

syllabus neither too early not late 
22. The teachers are very polite and friendly  
23. They try to explain us everything in the easiest possible way 
24. They are very approachable and friendly  
25. Use spaced repetition, make learning visual, try to reach every student and ask about their doubts.  
26. I actually want the all current books available in college library by which we will be able to borrow from there 

for every semester I personally experienced that the books are not moderately affordable for buying new books 
for such a short period of time...  

27. I want every teacher to send notes online now if it will be offline then mam obviously give us notes as they are 
too good but in this situation I want notes from mam....  
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28. I  love my every teachers  
29. The college should promote and arrange for the extra curricular activities of the students including fests, 

sports, etc., 
30. The college should maintain cleaner classrooms and washrooms and fulfill the basic requirement of soaps. 
31. The college staff should be more approachable. 
32. The institute should introduce extra co curriculum activities to allow the growth of students  
33. The institute should come up with life skill courses 
34. The institute should call companies of different field for internship 
35. Advanced teaching, good skill of observation and multiple tasks  
36. Audio-visual teaching method 
37. Good relation between students and teachers. 
38. I dont have any suggestions. The way u all are going it's commendable keep teaching us 
39. Teacher and management should be council with students, for the development  of facilities  related with 

college. 
40. I want to increase extra activities in our institution. 
41. All teachers are good. 
42. I want to increase extra activities our institution 
43. All teachers interact with students and always support us. 
 
44. Encourage active and practical learning.  
45. Provide for meaningful teacher student interaction. 
46. Make course expectations clear and based on learning outcomes . 
47. Better food is needed. 
48. Good relationship between students and teachers, clear all student's doubts, audio visual teaching method, 

Giving examples while teaching, Behaving friendly so that students don't feel scared to ask anything, Teaching 
the syllabus thoroughly 

49. Introduce technology in the classroom, Personalies the learning experience of the students. 
50. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Try to reach every student and for their doubts. 

State the learning outcomes and make clear connection to the real world 
51. Lovely Teachers , teaching methods is good  
52. Need more qualified teachers, Teachers should work on their vocabulary, Speaking should be fluent 
53. Teachers should present their pc screen, provide study material and question answer of the chapter, weekly 

class text and weekly revision session 
54. Teachers should explain the topic briefly with examples and must use real life examples to make clear the 

concept. 
55. Teachers should not be too rude to students if they have any queries regarding anything. 
56. Teachers should be friendly with the students so that they can open up and does not fear to ask anything to 

teachers. 
57. Our college is one of the best college n teachers are very good  
58. The teaching learning process of our institute is very well 
59. I am satisfied with the teachers 
60. Teachers are very helpful and communicable. They discuss our abilities and encourage us. 
61. I expect some handwritten notes and suggestions from professors of our college. 
62. Teaching more thoroughly, providing some notes 
63. They must use LCD projector, multimedia to improve learning process of the student. 
64. The institution must encourage for extracurricular activities. 
65. They already provides us best teaching. Classes should be taken on particular time. 
66. Appropriate time should be taken to complete the syllabus (not within a month) 
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67. Only explaining is not the way teaching written skills is also very important. 
68. It will be better for us if teachers give question to practice daily 
69. The process of teaching is very good  
70. Teachers explain the lecture both in English and Hindi which is very helpful for us to understand clearly. 
71. Encourage active and practical learning, Provide for meaningful teacher - student interaction. 
72. Teachers should interact more with the students to help them in their overall development 
73. They should improve their quality of education and increase the use of more ICT tools and learning aids to 

make the concept clear to the students and help them gain practical experiences 
74. Teachers should also enhance their field of education to provide more opportunities to the students to develop 

life and employability skills in them and they should also use assessment to make students know about their 
achievements 

75. Library group discussion, satisfactory notes are required. 
76. They can give more importance to each student rather doing partiality. they can help us in answer 

writing...They can also encourage us to read more beautiful books  
77. Firstly, students should be encouraged and keep them motivated rather discouraging them. Secondly, there 

must be a scheduled class for LCD projector learning in a week and thirdly, need young teachers who can 
teach in a more positive way and be able to take responsibilities well.  

78. Increase Co- Curricular activities and also encourage, Describe the future/job field related to the course. And 
also the instructions related to the syllabus, study, exams. 

79. Librarians have to work properly. Because of them many students face some problems. 
80. To repeat what we write in class, Solve the problem of the library, Do official work properly. 
81. No, nothing. all are fine and i dont think it needs any improvement 
82. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts, Make teaching a two way interaction, Encourage active 

and practical learning, make connections to the real world application of the course material 
83. Very well 
84. Very nice 
85. Advance technology should be use in teaching learning process. 
86. Even after returning the book to the library, it is said that the book have not been returned due to which the 

girls have a lot of problem. 
87. In my college teachers do effects to do their best while teaching . in comparison to the other colleges our 

teachers are so honest , they encourage us to be a nobel citizen .  
88. There should be play along with studies 
89. Take test regularly. 
90. Prepare us for competitive exams  
91. Teachers and students both are friendly. Teachers encourage students to participate to all  programs. 
92. Lack of campusing and placement system 
93. Lack of useful books in library 
94. Begin the  campusing system in college so that deserving students can get better future.  
95. Teachers should ask questions to the students frequently relating to the topic which they are teaching.  

Teachers should take at least one mock test in a week that what the students are learning.  
96. A good relationship should be maintained between a professor and a student.  
97. More books should be provided.  
98. The teaching is good but there is hardly any cultural activity organized and hardly any game to relax our mind. 
99. College and teachers should most often use the digital methods to teach.  
100. Should be more punctual, Should take regular classes, Do not overburden students 
101. Teachers have disciplines. Even staffs are good . 
102. If the test is taken from the students time to time, it can be mindful to study. 
103. They have to be more friendly. Practical learning, Encourage active, complete the syllabus. 
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104. The use of LCD projectors is almost nil in our institution. That should change. The providing of problem -
solving, internship, course -related mentoring is almost non-existent in our institution. Improvement should be 
made in that field. 

105. Introduce technology in the classroom. Empower students to be active learners. 
106. Nice experience, good teachers & well disciplined college. P 
107. Promote co curricular activities and inculcate life skills and employability skills, introduce ICT tools  
108. The institution should provide a free interactive and friendly environment between students and teachers.ICT 

tools should be used for an enhanced learning experience. A proper platform should be given to students 
which will consider and take necessary efforts to solve their problems, where the students can freely interact 
about their issues. 

109. Evaluation System, Equal respect to all the subjects, Better training of Educators  
110. The institute should follow student incentive programmes.  
111. My learning experience is very good and they don't want to be suggestions because they are doing a great job. 
112. The teachers must take classes regularly. The teachers must help students to be creative. 
113. Very nice 
114. The teachers should not always put down the moral strength of a weak student, (the most important thing). The 

teachers should not create a sense of low confidence in the minds of the students, as the students finds a 
mentor and a guide in his/her teacher. The teachers should be supportive and should have more soft and 
humble behavior towards the students.  

115. Overall our college has less space but there teachers & staff members are more & more helpful. As being a 
girl’s college it's totally safe & comfortable. 

116. Bathroom door lock should function properly. 
117.  Need to have a regular teacher for sports and games. College should have a teacher for NCC. 
118. Teacher should communicate with students in such a manner that each and every student is capable to 

understand the topic. 
119. Instead of teaching continuously a teacher should ask more question to the weak students. 
120. Assess the students' understanding before and after you present a lesson. 
121. Teacher should guide students to be active learners rather than simply be spectators. Attract student's and these 

include student in participation and discussing new ideas both during lectures and homework. 
122. This institute makes me a skilful person. They teach us how to interview to our jobs and extraordinary place. 

We all are learning from this institute is new thing and new knowledge we are get. 
123. Firstly the professors of our college teach us very excellently. Secondly they treat us to be their friend and 

teach us in a friendly manner. They explain everything in an interesting way. 
124. Smart learning, Hardworking teachers, Excellent faculty for learning and teaching 
125. All things are good. Teacher do their best to improve students’ knowledge and encourage us to do our best . 
126. Teaching should be in easy languages so that everyone can understand very well. 
127. Teachers are not at all punctual in my college. Need to have revision classes. 
128. Need suggestions for the examination, Group discussion and teacher student interaction could be better 
129. I have nothing to say because there is nothing to improve in this teaching and learning process as all the 

teachers are teaching in the best way which are very much effective for all of us. 
130. Teachers should take an interest in knowing students, their strengths and weaknesses. 
131. I thik teachers should illustrate the concepts briefly through examples and applications. More and more harder 

problems which are important in the CU syllabus should be solved in the classes 
132. The teachers must discuss the performance of assignment with the students everytime. 
133. Use of life relating and practical examples. Providing paper notes. 
134. Discuss question and answer in a slow time teaching not too fast  
135. opportunities to visit somewhere to collect knowledge practically by the college because travelling is a part of 

education. Only room study does not give us complete knowledge.  
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136. Our Teachers are very much helpful to us. Our teachers are thoroughly teaching each and every class. 
137. The college is very nice, like the one I wanted, very particular about the studies, extra curricular activities and 

the teachers of the college are very motivating and helpful. 
138. To teach clearly, explain properly and make us understand very clearly. And to repeat the notes while dictating 

four times so that all of us could write clearly and properly.  
139. Teachers should try to complete the syllabus on time, explain the topics properly and help the weak students. 
140. All things are good... teacher do their best to improve students knowledge and encourage us to do our best 
141. Teachers provide PDF notes for all the subjects. Teaching staff and Non-teaching staff is very helpful in our 

institution. Teachers are also taking extra classes.  
142. Teachers have to use lcd projector, multimedia etc. Teachers have to encourage we to participate in 

extracurricular activities. Teachers have to communicate in simple English language that we can understand 
easily  

143. More Engagement among the teachers and the students. Need more books in the library. 
144. Teachers are very helpful and i understand their teaching process thoroughly. 
145. All teachers should give the efforts properly. Some teachers from the dept of English doesn't teach and explain 

well. 
146. The teachers are very friendly and helpful. 
147. Teachers should talk to students at least 2 days in a month about their progress and problems.  
148. Need more teachers in department, provide proper notes, oral & aural, topic need to be more elaborated while 

explaining.  
149. They should teach us more about soft skills, the second one is that college should provide more digital tools 

while teaching us and the last one is to give more practical examples while teaching. 
150. The overall quality of teaching is excellent. Communication of professors are very well. Professors are help 

students in any kinds of doubts. 
151. Need more teachers in department. 
152. My learning experience in my college is good. 
153. There must be proper field work and practical studies, there must be new technology and each and every 

student must have smart phone in each and every home with proper network connection and computer or 
laptop so that they will able to search new things and activate and can improve their learning process as like 
other developed countries and the most important thing they must always must lishen English and speak with 
their own family members and in other institutions and one last most important thing is that each and every 
student must need to read English newspaper and other language paper to grow up their knowledge. 

154. Bathrooms should be cleaned.  
155. Need more teachers in department provide, proper notes, oral and aural, topic need to be more elaborated 

while explaining. 
156. Students should be treated like children. Children should try to understand. The subject in which there are 

difficulties.  Strict attention should be paid to it. 
157. Microphones should be there for the teachers so that the students can be able to hear the lectures properly 

given by the teachers. There should be smart boards for the students in every classroom. 
158. Need more teachers in Hindi department. 
159. College ground area should be larger. 
160. All Teachers must use PowerPoint 
161. Evaluation process should be more fair and unbiased . A friendly environment should be cultivated between 

the college staff including teachers and students. Outcomes of assignments should be discussed in class to 
improve the students ability. 

162. Students should be provided with employment related field visits and other such cognitive areas of growth 
163. Start using smart boards. Increase extracurricular activities. Start NCC for students. 
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164. We are unable to listen teacher’s voice. There should be one hand distance  between  students. Canteen should 
improve. 

165. Microphone and projector should be there in each and every class. Campaign related to internship; career 
counseling etc should be conducted for students.  

166. Teachers are very helpful and friendly in nature. The college provides best knowledge. It helps us to acquire 
various knowledge to be ready to work . 

167. Talk to students and ask then about feedback. Retire old professor they just explain the concept to front 
benches. 

168. I  suggest institute should give a opportunity to the students for their better future and support them and 
institute should also inculcate soft skill, life skill , employability skill to make their students ready for  the 
world of work and last not the least institute should be prepare their students for better future. 

169. Enhance Internship Programs. Online library facilities. 
170. Communication, Advance classes, Online classes, Campus & placement 
171. There should be more number of books in the library to reduce the waiting time of the students for borrowing 

books. Also the books must be given for more days.  
172. Kindly give more project and real time problem to solve. Industrial problem statements may be given as 

assignment. Courses can be more research oriented. Kindly provide elective course based on the willingness 
even though less strength. 

173. SSJGC is very nice college in C.U., Teachers encourage to students always. My good experience in SSJGC 
and thanks to join this college. 

174. Provide a bit better infrastructure of the class room. Regular cleaning and dusting is not done which clear 
dullness to the education mood. Teachers are not able to use microphone Mick due to lack of proper system. 

175. Teacher should provide more personal development opportunities to the students. Teacher should identify 
strength and weaknesses of students and guide them accordingly. 

176. The teachers should be informative and well intractable while teaching about computer and technology. 
177.  Our professor's are very good teachers. Teachers always support us.  
178. There are regular classes which is the best thing .The environment of the college is also good.  
179. College needs big rooms for large number of upcoming students. Room and college building need to improve 

for differently able students. Overall college atmosphere is best for students, even every teacher is very 
humble and student friendly. This is best girls’ college in Kolkata, in my point of view. 

180. Try to teach concepts beyond text books. Interactive learning, engaging and use of technology. Don't speak to 
fast while writing 

181. Should conduct debate, seminars, in order to prepare the students mentally and physically active. Should be 
clean and hygienic. 

182. It should try to give recruitment opportunities. It should also focus on developing the employability skills of 
the students too. 

183. Techers should Take feedback what he teach. 
184. Copies should be checked on regularly basis.  
185. Create study groups within your course. Ask students to give constructive feedback on each  other's work and 

explain difficult ideas to each other, create a knowledge program according to students choice that may help 
them in future .   

186. Course can be more research oriented 
187. In our college all Subject department have 4 teachers to teach the students but in Hindi department we only 

have 2 teachers and as a Hindi Honours students we face difficulties to complete our syllabus so we really 
need professor.2 we doesn't have ground or garden in our college and it's looking like very old house for 
mental relaxation we really need natural thing so it would enhance our intelligence. 

188. Teachers are really humble and understanding to students but they should try to. Understand the student in 
what way they understand and besides for providing example teachers should question the students weather 
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they have understood topic regarding classes. Take frequent surprise tests in class  after completion of every 
chapter. 

189. Be aware of notices which comes from CU 
190. Microphone, games room, canteen 
191. All the teachers are very good they are very humble .In our institute teachers  are helping us every time . 

 
 
 
 
                       

 


